Analyzing Urban Human Mobility Patterns through a Thematic Model at a Finer Scale
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Abstract: Taxi trajectories reflect human mobility over a road network. Pick-up and drop-off locations in different time periods represent origins and destinations of trips, respectively, demonstrating the spatiotemporal characteristics of human behavior. Each trip can be viewed as a displacement in the random walk model, and the distribution of extracted trips shows a distance decay effect. To identify the spatial similarity of trips at a finer scale, this paper investigates the distribution of trips through topic modeling techniques. Firstly, trip origins and trip destinations were identified from raw GPS data. Then, different trips were given semantic information, i.e., link identification numbers with a semantic enrichment process. Each taxi trajectory was composed of a series of trip destinations corresponding to the same taxi. Subsequently, each taxi trajectory was analogous to a document consisting of different words, and all taxi’s trajectories could be regarded as document corpora, enabling a semantic analysis of massive trip destinations. Finally, we obtained different trip destination topics reflecting the spatial similarity and regional property of human mobility through LDA topic model training. The effectiveness of this approach was illustrated by a case study using a large dataset of taxi trajectories collected from 2 to 8 June 2014 in Wuhan, China.
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1. Introduction

Taxi trajectories are constituted by a series of locations that might reflect what and where activities occur and, therefore, are used to analyze human dynamics. Thus, an increased understanding of human dynamics has motivated many studies on transportation management and urban planning [1–5]. Taxi GPS location records, social media check-ins, public transportation smart card data and mobile phone data have offered great research opportunities because of the increasing use of LBS (Location-Based Service) [6–10]. Compared to traditional data from questionnaires or statistical yearbooks, the new data are much richer at the finer spatiotemporal scale [8,10–12].

Taxi trajectories have been widely studied in many fields, such as urban planning [13,14], land use modeling [15–17] and traffic flow prediction [15,18]. Such data are collected by taxis equipped with GPS (Global Positioning System) devices. Methods, such as random walk, random direction, random way point and an obstacle model [19,20], have been proposed. Most studies indicate that human mobility can be expressed using a Lévy flight or truncated Lévy flight model [2,21]. Liang et al. [22] studied the displacement distribution of human mobility according to the trajectory of taxicabs, while
Liu et al. [23,24] investigated taxi trajectory data by taking into account the influence of geographic heterogeneity and distance decay. Ballatore et al. [25] described a knowledge-based approach to quantify the semantic similarity of lexical definitions. Chu et al. [26] analyzed the hidden knowledge of massive taxi movement using street names, but ignored the spatial difference when a same-name road was too lengthy. Gong et al. [27] inferred the visit probability of POI (Point Of Interest) and uncovered travel patterns from raw taxi data lacking activity information in the context of temporal and spatial constraints.

Roads intersect with each other at crossroads. To express the spatial distribution of mobility patterns, we split road network at crosses, generating small road segments, called links. Each link was given a unique identification number. Most previous studies investigated the spatial distribution of trajectories based on regions and road names. However, fewer studies have focused on the finer scale of the links in a road network.

This paper investigates the spatial distribution of different trip destinations through topic modeling techniques [26,28], such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) at the link level. Trips with different trajectories were extracted based on a trip extraction algorithm from raw GPS data. However, the location of taxi trajectories alone cannot explicitly express human mobility patterns. We preprocess raw trajectory data from taxicabs by adding semantic information before using LDA to give locations unique identifiers that we can understand. Thus, a link identification number was attached to corresponding geographic locations by a map-matching process [11,29–32]. Taxi trajectories were transformed into a series of semantic trajectories consisting of trip destinations with link identification numbers. Each taxi semantic trajectory is analogous to a document with series of link IDs, while the massive taxi semantic trajectories are grouped together as a corpus by link IDs. Links with similar link IDs were aggregated into topics expressing a common hidden meaning, using the LDA method. Subsequently, these topics were used to analyze the spatial similarity of mobility patterns and their relationship to daily activities. The article is outlined as follows. In Section 2, the detailed analysis about trips is provided. In Section 3, the semantic analysis about trips is given. In Section 4, we analyze the model of latent Dirichlet allocation and give the definition of significance. In Section 5, we describe our experiment, including trip topic extraction and visualization, trip topic and urban dynamics analysis and trip topic evolution analysis. A discussion of the results and some conclusions are outlined at the end.

2. Trip Extraction and Analysis

2.1. Trip Extraction

Wuhan is the largest city in Central China. Many taxi companies have their vehicles equipped with GPS receivers in order to monitor the operation of each taxi. Taxis equipped with GPS are called “floating” cars, which can monitor the running status of real-time traffic. With the help of GPS devices, historical trajectories of taxis can be recorded as a series of locations sampled at small periodic intervals. In this research, the dataset includes more than 2050 floating cars records from Wuhan. The data cover seven consecutive days of a week, from 2 to 8 June 2014, from Monday to Sunday. For each taxi, its longitude, latitude, time stamp, instantaneous velocity, azimuth angle and occupancy are automatically collected approximately every 40 s. Each taxi reports nearly 2160 GPS sample points every day. In fact, the amount of GPS records is slightly less, as GPS receivers are shut down by drivers or become disconnected. The accumulated observations create a very large dataset for research, averaging 2,485,000 records per day. Subsequently, a record of GPS information can be denoted by \( p(t, id, lat, lon, v, h, s) \), among them \( t \) denoting the time instant corresponding to the current position of the taxi, \( id \) denoting the taxi identification number, \( lat \) and \( lon \) representing the position of the taxi, namely latitude and longitude, \( v \) representing the instant velocity of the taxi, \( h \) representing the driving direction of the taxi and \( s \) indicating service status of a taxi, vacant or occupied. Table 1 shows some continuous sampling points of a taxi trajectory used in this research. As depicted in the table, a taxi is occupied when the status equals one; otherwise, it is vacant.
which correspond to pick-up points and drop-off points. Figure 2 illustrates the spatial distribution at the same time, the two points, PUP and DOP, can be viewed as the origin and destination of a trip, the number of red points is equal to the yellow points because one pickup point corresponds to one drop off point.

GPS information of the taxi not only reflects the running state of traffic, but also can be used to investigate human mobility patterns based on the taxi occupancy [10–12]. Therefore, each extracted trip could be simplified to be a vector, \( \langle t_1, (x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}) \rangle \), the term \( t_1 \) denoting the time instant corresponding to the trip origin of the taxi, \((x_{11}, y_{11})\) representing the trip origin geographic coordinates of the taxi and \((x_{12}, y_{12})\) indicating the geographic coordinates of the trip destination. Therefore, trips taken during different periods could be extracted to study human mobility patterns.

**Definition 1:** In the research, a trip is simplified to be a vector, \( \langle t_1, (x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}) \rangle \), the term \( t_1 \) denoting the time instant corresponding to the trip origin of the taxi, \((x_{11}, y_{11})\) representing the trip origin geographic coordinates of the taxi and \((x_{12}, y_{12})\) indicating the geographic coordinates of the trip destination.

**Definition 2:** A taxi trajectory is constituted by a series of trip tuples, \( \langle t_1, (x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}) \rangle, \langle t_{1+1}, (x_{i+11}, y_{i+11}), (x_{i+12}, y_{i+12}) \rangle, \ldots, \langle t_m, (x_{m1}, y_{m1}), (x_{m2}, y_{m2}) \rangle, \ldots, \langle t_n, (x_{n1}, y_{n1}), (x_{n2}, y_{n2}) \rangle \).

Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the dataset that we selected. Figure 1 shows a map of Chinese cities, indicating where Wuhan is located. As depicted in Figure 2a, a taxicab trajectory within a loop highway was plotted in the map on 2 June 2014. According to the characteristic of taxicab trajectories, especially the recorded GPS points where anonymous passengers were picked up and dropped off during different time periods, we extracted quantities of trips from more than 2050 taxis on different days. Subsequently, each trip was simplified to be a point pair and trip distance, which are represented by a Pick-Up Point (PUP), a Drop-Off Point (DOP) and the Euclidean distance between the two points. At the same time, the two points, PUP and DOP, can be viewed as the origin and destination of a trip, respectively. Therefore, a trip destination represents the purpose of a trip and reflects human mobility. However, it is worth noting that trips less than a certain distance should be removed, as they are often caused by false driver operations or data errors. In this research, the distance threshold was set to be 0.5 km. Figure 2b demonstrates the spatial distribution of all taxicab trajectories on 2 June 2014; yellow points and red points denote the positions of trip origins and destinations on 2 June 2014, respectively, which correspond to pick-up points and drop-off points. Figure 2 illustrates the spatial distribution of pickups and drop offs from the perspective of the number of taxicabs. As shown in Figure 2, the numbers of red points and yellow points present certain differences because of the coverage. In fact, the number of red points is equal to the yellow points because one pickup point corresponds to one drop off point.

**Table 1. The taxi trajectory data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2014 01:04:44</td>
<td>40416</td>
<td>114.27183</td>
<td>30.59821</td>
<td>6.284861</td>
<td>316.78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2014 01:04:49</td>
<td>40416</td>
<td>114.271583</td>
<td>30.598418</td>
<td>8.756667</td>
<td>329.19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2014 01:05:09</td>
<td>40416</td>
<td>114.27093</td>
<td>30.59895</td>
<td>5.190278</td>
<td>310.57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2014 01:05:41</td>
<td>40416</td>
<td>114.27055</td>
<td>30.600498</td>
<td>8.756667</td>
<td>51.46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2014 01:06:24</td>
<td>40416</td>
<td>114.273651</td>
<td>30.601985</td>
<td>12.759861</td>
<td>62.53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Statistics of seven-day’s taxi records from 2 to 8 June 2014.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number of Records</th>
<th>Number of Taxies</th>
<th>Number of Trips</th>
<th>Number of Valid Trips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 June</td>
<td>2,446,961</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>56,770</td>
<td>41,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 June</td>
<td>2,468,565</td>
<td>2059</td>
<td>55,487</td>
<td>40,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>2,449,164</td>
<td>2069</td>
<td>54,472</td>
<td>41,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 June</td>
<td>2,483,043</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>55,598</td>
<td>41,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 June</td>
<td>2,510,001</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>56,936</td>
<td>41,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 June</td>
<td>2,539,803</td>
<td>2049</td>
<td>59,220</td>
<td>42,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 June</td>
<td>2,498,303</td>
<td>2063</td>
<td>58,353</td>
<td>43,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17,395,840</td>
<td>396,836</td>
<td>292,192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Distribution of Trips

In this paper, we explore similarities in human behavior in terms of the temporal distribution of trip origins and trip distance. The occurrences of trip origins during each hour every day can be easily obtained and represent the characteristics of human activities over time. Consistent with many previous studies, as depicted in Figure 3, there are strong daily rhythms and day-to-day trip similarities [33–37]. People take more trips during the day than at night, and the temporal patterns on weekends are significantly different from those on workdays. Therefore, there were different mobility patterns on workdays and non-workdays. On weekends, more entertainment, parties, shopping and
other recreational activities contribute a large proportion to trip purposes. There were more trips from zero o’clock to five o’clock on weekends than any other time.

Each trip can be viewed as a displacement of an individual trajectory, and the distance distribution reflects the mobility patterns of people. The observed distribution of extracted distance on 2 June was drawn in Figure 4, as a previous study used an exponentially-truncated power law distribution to fit the distance distribution of taxi trips [23]. It shows that there are more trips corresponding to short distant travel, while it is the opposite for a long trip. In order to better reflect mobility patterns, in Figure 4, we choose one hundred meters as the trip unit instead of one thousand meters [23] because it will appear as a negative value. People travel different distances for different purposes; we divided distance into four categories according to elbows where there exist sharp changes, 1 km, 7 km and 20 km, respectively, as depicted in Figure 4. Taxi trips with different distances could also prove reasonable by the differences in their temporal variations. As depicted in Figure 3, although the temporal variations of PUP with different distances from four groups were different, the distribution of trip distance also presents day-to-day similarity in a week, implying the similarity of human daily activity.

![Number of PUPS (Pick-Up Points) every hour and the temporal variation during a week.](image1)

**Figure 3.** Number of PUPS (Pick-Up Points) every hour and the temporal variation during a week.

![A log-log plot of the distance distribution of trips on 2 June.](image2)

**Figure 4.** A log-log plot of the distance distribution of trips on 2 June.
3. Semantic Analysis

It is difficult to discover trip knowledge directly from the geometric expression of trips by their coordinates alone. In contrast, finding knowledge in semantic information is not difficult. Therefore, in order to search hidden knowledge using semantic information, geometric coordinates must be processed by a semantic enrichment process. Semantic enrichment is based on additional information, such as the annotation or road segment’s name corresponding to the GPS recorded locations, which can add to our understanding of trips [38]. However, some road segments are so long that many roads may have the same name when a road splits into many smaller roads. Similarly, several origins and trip destinations may correspond to the same road name. Such road name information cannot reflect the spatial distribution of trip origins and destinations in a certain sense.

In this research, a road network constituted by link IDs was used as the supplemental information to analyze human mobility patterns. Each geographic coordinate recorded by the GPS device attached to a taxi should correspond to the link ID to which it belongs. To solve this problem, taxi trajectories were matched by a map-matching algorithm [11,39,40] to find the best fit link attached to each GPS location. A unique link identification number was applied as supplemental data of the semantic enrichment for each GPS point. Generally, any trip is constituted by the trip origin and the trip destination, corresponding to different GPS points, respectively. In other words, if a link identification number were regarded as the origin of a trip, another, different link identification number should correspond to the destination of the trip. A link identification number also has a street name. Table 3 shows a few examples for extracted trip origins, trip destinations, matched link identification number and streets name to these trips as the trip semantic information. Subsequently, each semantic trip can be represented as a tuple, \( \text{trip}(\text{id}, \text{t}, \text{linkID}, \text{streetName}, \text{ODState}) \), in which \( \text{id} \) is the taxi identification number, \( \text{t} \) denotes the time instant, \( \text{linkID} \) represents the matched link identification number, \( \text{streetName} \) indicates the matched street name and \( \text{ODState} \) denotes an origin or destination attached to the same extracted trip. Through semantic enrichment, a taxi trajectory is constituted by a series of trip tuples.

Table 3. Examples of extracted trip origins and trip destinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxi ID</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Link ID</th>
<th>Street Name</th>
<th>ODState</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10319</td>
<td>2 June 2014</td>
<td>07:35:30</td>
<td>30.627251</td>
<td>114.381743</td>
<td>16373</td>
<td>Ping’an Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10319</td>
<td>2 June 2014</td>
<td>07:40:02</td>
<td>30.63174</td>
<td>114.3775</td>
<td>16748</td>
<td>Heping Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16657</td>
<td>2 June 2014</td>
<td>18:24:44</td>
<td>30.515136</td>
<td>114.313965</td>
<td>9208</td>
<td>Ping’an Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16657</td>
<td>2 June 2014</td>
<td>18:44:42</td>
<td>30.548246</td>
<td>114.296945</td>
<td>10838</td>
<td>Minzhu Road</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Temporal variations of PUP with different distances.
4. Trip Topic Modeling with LDA

4.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

The topic model can be applied to analyze the quantities of documents to find hidden information in the corpus [41]. It overcomes the shortcomings of document similarity calculation in the field of traditional information retrieval and automatically searches for the textual semantic topic among massive words. In the topic model, a topic indicating a concept or an aspect denotes a series of related words and expresses the conditional probability of those words under the topic. From the mathematical perspective, the topic is a conditional probability distribution on the vocabulary; the more correlated with the topic the word is, the greater the conditional probability of the word. Otherwise, it is smaller. We can imagine that the topic is a bucket containing those words having higher probability, and these words have a strong correlation with this topic. If all of the words of each document in a corpus could be thought of as observations, a topic model can be created by inference from the observations to derive the hidden thematic structure [8,17]. A document may include several topics, and words in a document have different occurrence probabilities in each topic.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the simplest topic model [28] and helps to dig out hidden topics. LDA statistically groups words into potential topics by studying their occurrences among a large collection of documents [26]. Consequently, each document represents a probability distribution of certain topics; each topic also denotes a probability distribution of many words. We can explain the relationship between document and topic using a generative model. In a generative model, each word in a document is obtained by a special process, for which each word chooses a topic at a certain probability and a topic also selects a certain word at a certain probability. Consequently, as for a document, the probability of each word appearing could be denoted as follows:

\[
p (\text{word} | \text{document}) = \sum_{\text{topic}} p (\text{word} | \text{topic}) \cdot p (\text{topic} | \text{document})
\]

Subsequently, this probability formula can also be expressed in a matrix as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
c_{11} & c_{12} & \cdots & c_{1n} \\
c_{21} & c_{22} & \cdots & c_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
c_{m1} & c_{m2} & \cdots & c_{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\phi_{11} & \phi_{12} & \cdots & \phi_{1l} \\
\phi_{21} & \phi_{22} & \cdots & \phi_{2l} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\phi_{m1} & \phi_{m2} & \cdots & \phi_{ml}
\end{bmatrix}
\times
\begin{bmatrix}
\theta_{11} & \theta_{12} & \cdots & \theta_{1n} \\
\theta_{21} & \theta_{22} & \cdots & \theta_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\theta_{l1} & \theta_{l2} & \cdots & \theta_{ln}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

As described in Equation (2), \( c_{mn} \) denotes the probability of the \( m \)-th word in the \( n \)-th document; \( \phi_{mt} \) denotes the probability of the \( m \)-th word in the \( t \)-th topic; and \( \theta_{tn} \) denotes the probability of the \( t \)-th topic in the \( n \)-th document. Consequently, the document-word matrix represents the probability of each word in each document; the topic-word matrix denotes the probability of each word in each topic; and the document-topic matrix indicates the probability of each topic in every document. Given a series of documents, we can obtain a document-word matrix through a tokenizer splitting document. The function of the topic model is to gain those two matrixes through training this document-word matrix.

In this research, the taxi’s trajectory was generally constituted by more than one trip. That means a trajectory may contain a series of trips corresponding to different periods of time. Therefore, a trajectory including trips of different times was modeled as a document, and different semantic trip
destinations attached to the link identification number in different periods of time were viewed as words. Thus, the LDA model can be used for topic modeling for trip destination to analyze the spatial distribution. At the same, different trajectories in different periods of time could be used to study the temporal distribution of trip destinations. We implemented the LDA inference using the Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox [42]. Subsequently, we visualized different topics using different colors in an obvious way for exploring geographical information [43,44]. In section 5, it illustrates the results applying LDA to ten trip topics generated from a trip destination in Wuhan in morning rush hour (6:00 to 10:00) and evening rush hour (17:00 to 21:00), using trip destinations from 2 to 8 June 2014.

4.2. Significance Definition

Topics and trip destinations may belong to different level of significance, depending on their hidden thematic knowledge. Specifically, trip topic significance and trip destinations significance are discussed as follows.

**Trip topic significance:** The topic is a concept or an aspect of a document, and it is characterized by a series of related words. The more correlated with the theme the words are, the more possible it is that they gather into a theme. The significance of a trip topic, \( F_t \), is defined as the total frequency of the trip destination (\( F \)) that supports the topic (\( t \)) in the hidden thematic knowledge, representing the topic importance. The greater the \( F_t \) is, the more trip destinations the topic attracts. In Table 4, 10 topics are presented by the order of their topic significance (i.e., total frequency) from Topic00 to Topic09. The frequency of Topic08, which has the highest trip topic significance, \( F_t \), is 2460, while Topic05 saw the lowest \( F_t \), only having less than half of that at 1003. Therefore, among the 10 topics, Topic08 attracted more trip destinations attached to people’s trip behavior than any other topic.

**Trip destination significance:** Trip destination significance, denoted by \( F_w (t) \), is the significance level of a trip destination (i.e., words) \( w \) in a given trip topic. A bigger value, \( F_w (t) \), means that the word of a trip destination \( w \) offers more contributions to the production of trip topic \( t \) than other topics. The same trip destination may contribute to the production of several trip topics with different trip destination significance. For example, in Table 4, Link 22921, as a trip destination, contributes greatly to Topic01 and Topic06 with 25 percent and 44 percent support, respectively. At the same time, it plays a less important role in Topic00, Topic02, Topic04 and Topic09. However, it has no significance for Topic03, Topic05 and Topic07. In contrast, Link 10229 mainly contributes to two topics, amounting to 99% in total. One topic is Topic08 with 60% support, and another is Topic01 with 39%. Only one percent contributes to Topic00. All in all, this shows that the same link is more associated with some topics than other topics.

**Table 4.** Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) results: trip destination significance in topics. \( Freq \) and \( Prob \) stand for frequency and probability, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Total Frequency of Topic</th>
<th>Link22921</th>
<th>Link10229</th>
<th>Link14346</th>
<th>Link10139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic08</td>
<td>2460</td>
<td>11 0.08</td>
<td>39 0.60</td>
<td>1 0.02</td>
<td>109 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic06</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>60 0.44</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>18 0.28</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic09</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>9 0.06</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>30 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic04</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>5 0.04</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>14 0.22</td>
<td>28 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic03</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>10 0.16</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic00</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>4 0.03</td>
<td>0 0.01</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>2 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic01</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>33 0.25</td>
<td>26 0.39</td>
<td>21 0.32</td>
<td>21 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic02</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>13 0.10</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic07</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>16 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic05</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
<td>0 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trip topic probability distribution:** Each trip topic is in fact a probability distribution of different trip destinations attached to various mobility patterns under the condition of this topic, namely...
\( \varphi_t < \{p_{w_1}, \ldots, p_{w_m}\} \), in which \( p_{w_t} \) represents the probability of a trip destination, \( w_t \), generating topic \( t \). This is the ratio of trip destination significance over trip topic significance, \( p(w_t | t) = F_{w_t}(t) / F_t \); a conditional probability of trip destination under the condition of topic \( t \). Here, the conditional probability of all trip destinations over the topic sum to one, \( \sum_t p(w_t) = 1 \). The bigger the value \( p(w_t | t) \), the more representative the trip destination is expressed by topic \( t \). Consequently, if a threshold \( \delta \) is defined, then all trip destinations with a conditional probability higher than the threshold are considered as representative trip destinations for topic \( t \), which will be used for the visual analysis of topics.

Considering trips with different time periods, such as working, shopping and recreation, we extracted trips from taxi trajectories during morning rush hour (6:00 to 10:00) and evening rush hour (17:00 to 21:00), respectively. We utilized semantic trip destinations that indicate where an activity occurs, like link IDs (link identification numbers) to analyze human behaviors. The analysis results of the topic model can help drivers to know where to efficiently pick up passengers, while passengers also can know where to take a taxi. Figure 6 shows the process of the semantic analysis framework for trip destination, and the framework includes trips manager, semantic enrichment, topic modeling and topic analysis.

![Figure 6. The process of the semantic analysis framework for trip destination.](image)

5. Trip Topic Analysis of Mobility Patterns in Wuhan

5.1. Trip Topic Extraction and Visualization

The Yangtze River and Han Jiang divide Wuhan into three territories, Wuchang, Hankou and Hanyang, respectively. Administratively, Wuhan is composed of 13 districts: seven urban districts (Jiang'an, Jianghan, Qiaokou, Hanyang, Wuchang, Hongshan and Qingshan) and six suburban districts (Xinzhou, Huangpi, Dongxihu, Hannan, Jiangxia and Caidian). In addition, there are three state-level economic development zones, including the Wuhan economic and technological development zone, the east lake new technology development zone and the Wuhan Wujiashan Taiwanese investment zone. GPS records from 2 to 8 June 2014 were analyzed and preprocessed. The amount of records was 9,847,733 in total. Using the trip extraction algorithm, 164,872 valid trips were identified considering the trip availability, because some trips may be caused by false operations or data transfer errors. Intersections in the road network were used as semantic supplementary information for identifying the origins and destinations of trips. Trips were extracted according to the service state, whether a taxi were occupied or vacant. Each taxi trajectory may contain several trips, more than one trip destination in the morning rush hour (6:00 to 10:00) and evening rush hour (17:00 to 21:00) included in a taxi trajectory. These were collected to formulate two trip destination documents, respectively. Finally, the Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox (TMT) was used to build an LDA model for these two trip destination documents. In the process of topic modeling, CVB0 (in the toolbox) was used to train the LDA model with ten topics for 2000 iterations. The topic smoothing parameter was set to 0.01, and
all of the trained parameters and results were saved every 50 iterations. For each topic, the probability threshold ($\delta$) for trip destination was set at 0.5% to identify a representative trip destination.

The spatial distribution of ten trip topics during morning rush hour were extracted and visualized (Figure 7). The base map is seven urban districts in Wuhan whose boundaries were drawn with bold black solid lines and roads drawn as gray lines. As we can see, each topic was drawn with a different color. For each trip topic, only representative trip destinations with $p(w_i | t) \geq \delta$ were rendered. The width of each link in the same topic containing a series of link IDs was proportional to $p(w_i | t)$. For a link that does not belong to any topic or $p(w_i | t) < \delta$, the color of the base map was attached to it. As shown in Table 4, some road segments were included in multiple trip topics. For example, Link 10229 was significant in both Topic01 and Topic08. Any link contributing to several topics was drawn only with the color corresponding to the topic that had the highest $p(w_i | t)$ value. As depicted in Figure 8, all of the links belonging to Topic08 mean that they were included for a common reason, such as similar travel districts or trip destinations.

![Image of map with trip topics marked]

**Figure 7.** Ten topics during the morning rush hour period.

### 5.2. Trip Topic and Urban Dynamics

Trip destinations are aggregated into a topic having some common characteristics, revealing the spatial similarity of trip destinations. The distribution of topics showed trip patterns of passengers and the dynamics of human behavior. As depicted in Figure 7, seven urban districts are denoted by a thick black solid line, and the background of the road network is expressed in light grey lines. The same color lines form into a topic; the wider the line is, the more trip destinations. This reveals hot spot regions for trip destinations from the perspective of probability. Figure 7 shows that all ten topics almost covered all of the urban districts of Wuhan. For example, Topic07 (in yellow) mainly covers Jianghan, Jiang’an and Qiaokou, implying that a great number of taxi rides crossed district boundaries. However, there also exists Topic05 and Topic09 outside the urban districts, implying that some taxis move between urban districts and suburban districts.
Table 4 shows that Topic08 (in gold) has the highest topic significance, suggesting that it was the focus of the trip destination in the morning rush hour period. As depicted in Figure 8, the links belonging to Topic08 are mainly distributed in Wuchang district, including Link 10139, Link 10514, Link 11253, Link 12546 and other links. Wuchang is the political, cultural and information center of Hubei province and has the highest topic significance. In the morning, great quantities of people will go to work in this region. Among them, Link 10139 (Figure 8) has the highest trip destination probability in Topic08, and the most important reason is that Wuchang railway station is located there, attracting a large number of trip destinations. Figure 7 shows the hot spots of trip destinations from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m., which have a higher probability among topics. At the top-left of Figure 7, we could note that there is a link isolated from the urban districts, namely Tianhe international airport, meaning that many people take planes during the morning rush hour.

Topic09 (in mars red) and Topic00 (in ginger pink) will be explained in detail. As depicted in Figure 9, all links related to Topic09 are aggregated in the same area, showing the spatial distribution of trip destination in the morning peak period. The aggregated roads include Link 9933, Link 9734, Link 9502, Link 8669, Link 8750, Link 8803, and so on, which is a main road in the southeastern intra-urban area with many high tech enterprises and containing the Guanggu commercial area. Therefore, it is a hotspot for activities in the Hongshan district, and many trip destinations contribute to Topic09. Among them, Link 8669, Minzu Avenue, has the highest probability of trip destinations, revealing that most passengers choose this link to be the trip destinations of their trips in Topic09.

Figure 10 shows that Topic00 was distributed in Qingshan district and Hongshan district. Topic00 mainly contains Link 17786, Link 17724, Link 16992, Link 15500, Link 15830, and so on, including Heping Avenue, Jianshesi Road, Youyi Avenue and Gongye Road. As depicted in Figure 10, some links attract more trip destinations than other links. Link 15500, Link 17786 and Link 16992 are wider, indicating that they attract more trip destinations.

Figure 8. Visualization of trip Topic08 during the morning rush hour period.
Figure 9. Visualization of trip Topic09 during the morning rush hour period.

Figure 10. Visualization of trip Topic00 during the morning rush hour period.

5.3. Trip Topic Evolution
In this research, trip topics were created in the periods of morning rush hour and evening rush hour, respectively. As depicted in Figure 11, 10 trip topics were generated during the evening rush hour distinct from the 10 topics generated during the morning rush hour in Figure 7. It is easy to...
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In this research, trip topics were created in the periods of morning rush hour and evening rush hour, respectively. As depicted in Figure 11, 10 trip topics were generated during the evening rush hour distinct from the 10 topics generated during the morning rush hour in Figure 7. It is easy to know that different topics reflect different mobility patterns. For example, people usually travel from home to work in the morning rush hour and reversely in the evening rush hour. Therefore, it is important to find the evolutionary trends of trip topics in different periods implying the difference of mobility patterns. Therefore, we define a topic similarity to find two similar topics between two trip topics of different periods. Given two topics \( i \) and \( j \), the topic similarity is defined as follows:

\[
S_{ij} = \frac{\text{Size}(T_i \cap T_j)}{\text{Min}(\text{Size}(T_i), \text{Size}(T_j))}
\]

(3)

where \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) are the sets of the link identification number with a high probability \( p(w|z) > c \) in topics \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. Based on this similarity, closely related topics are identified in the morning rush hour and the evening rush hour, which reflects the temporal evolution of topics. Such similarity was calculated according to Equation (3) to find the variation of the topic content, the emergence of links in a topic and their fading out. Given two similar topics, the topic significance change is defined as follows:

\[
SC_{ij} = \frac{\text{Size}(T_i) - \text{Size}(T_j)}{\text{Size}(T_j)} \times 100\%
\]

(4)

As depicted in Figure 7 and 11, they reflect the spatial distribution of the trip topic in the morning rush hour (6:00 to 10:00) and the evening rush hour (17:00 to 21:00), respectively, and Table 5 shows the temporal evolution of the trip topic during different time periods. As we can know from Figure 6 and Figure 10, there is a similar spatial distribution of topics between “morning rush hour topics”
and “evening rush hour topics”. For convenience, we defined the topics of morning rush hour (6:00 to 10:00) and evening rush hour (17:00 to 21:00) as “morning rush hour topics” and “evening rush hour topics”, respectively. In Table 5, the first column denotes ten topics in the morning rush hour period, and the column “evening rush hour topics” contains the most similar topics corresponding to the morning rush hour topics. Much knowledge can be inferred from Table 5. Table 5 illustrates that the taxi activities are higher during the evening rush hour than during the morning rush hour, because the total topic significance of the evening rush hour is bigger than that during the morning rush hour. People have more activities in the evening, such as recreation, dining and shopping.

Table 5. Temporal evolution of trip topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morning Rush Hour Topics</th>
<th>Topic Significance</th>
<th>Evening Rush Hour Topics</th>
<th>Topic Significance</th>
<th>Topic Similarity</th>
<th>Significance Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic08</td>
<td>2460</td>
<td>Topic05</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>−14.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic06</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>Topic08</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>−16.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic09</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>Topic01</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>+16.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic04</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>Topic00</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>−17.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic03</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>Topic03</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>+20.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic00</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>Topic09</td>
<td>1489</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>−3.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic01</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>Topic00</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>−1.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic02</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>Topic02</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>+21.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic07</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>Topic00</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>+14.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic05</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>Topic04</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>+7.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total topic significance | 16,687             | –                         | 17,681             | –                | –                   |

From Table 5, many useful insights can be derived from topic evolution. Most topic similarity is less than 0.5, a smaller value that indicates the difference between “morning rush hour topics” and “evening rush hour topics”. Among them, the biggest topic similarity is 0.53, and the topics are distributed at Luoyu Road and Guanggu Square, which is close to the high technological development zone with many scientific research institutions, enterprises and restaurants. Therefore, it attracts more workers in the morning rush hour and contributes to trip destinations for dinner during the evening rush hour. The topic significance increases by 16.41%, which means more activities happen in the evening. Figure 12 demonstrates the spatial distribution of similar topics during the morning rush hour and the evening rush hour showing the evolution of these two topics. As compared to Figure 12a, new links, like Link 5521, Link 5550, Link 4713 and Link 5079, contribute to trip Topic01 during the evening rush hour. That means there are more trip destinations in this region during evening rush hour. At the same time, there are also links from the evening rush hour fading out compared to those of the morning rush hour, such as Link 10045, Link 8973 and Link 9325. The topic significance of Topic05 during the evening rush hour decreased by 14.23% corresponding to and similar to Topic08 during the morning rush hour, illustrating that the region containing Topic08 has fewer activities in the evening. In addition, the significance of Topic03 in the evening rush hour increased by 20.43%, corresponding to and similar to Topic03 during the morning rush hour, which indicates an activity region in the Jian’an district in the evening.
we tell what links are hot spots and find the relationship between links and functional regions.
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Figure 12. (a) Visualization of trip Topic09 during the morning rush hour; (b) visualization of trip Topic01 during the evening rush hour.

6. Conclusions

Previous studies have focused on analyzing the raw data from GPS sensors to promote the accuracy of GPS data. Recent research has shifted towards developing methods to study human mobility incorporating semantic information, like road segment name and annotation. Generally, a taxi trajectory is constituted by a series of trip destinations, which might reflect human mobility patterns. Such mobility patterns can be further used to help taxi drivers to take more passengers and to tell passengers where they can call a taxi quickly.

This paper analyzed semantic trip destinations extracted from raw taxi trajectories at a finer scale using an LDA method in order to convey the spatial similarities of mobility patterns and the temporal evolution of topics. We first introduced the road segment identification number of pickups and drop offs as semantic information on massive GPS trip data, instead of using street names [26]. Then, the LDA model was applied to construct trip topics in order to find human mobility patterns. Each trip topic contains a series of links with different trip destination significance in expressing a common aspect, such as belonging to the same district or belonging to the same functional region. Different links in a topic were rendered using the same color, and the width of a link is proportional to the probability in this topic. The wider the link is, the more trip destinations the link will attract. Then, we tell what links are hot spots and find the relationship between links and functional regions. The temporal evolution of topics can be detected by analyzing topic relationships between the morning rush hour and the evening rush hour. Consequently, a potential application of this research could help taxi drivers know when and where they can pick up more passengers according to the result of topic analysis if time intervals are divided properly. Additionally, it could tell passengers how to take a taxi more quickly.

Our results are influenced by techniques. For example, the accuracy of location is influenced by GPS devices, and the map-matching algorithm affects the precision of GPS trajectories. This paper only focused on the group topics of passenger mobility. Such group topics imply patterns of human activities and travel. Moreover, the representation as trip topic distribution across different periods expresses the temporal evolution of topics, and the topic similarity reflects human mobility patterns over time. In the future, we will interpret human mobility through integrating features of the city (e.g., points of interest, mobile phone data positioning data, land use plan, urban planning) to measure the relationships between trip destinations and POIs or population density.

During the morning rush hour, people have more activities in the morning rush hour and contributes to trip destinations for dinner like shopping. In the evening, there are fewer activities in the evening. In addition, the significance of Topic03 in the evening appears to fade out compared to and similar to Topic08 during evening rush hour. Consequently, a potential application of this research could help taxi drivers to take more passengers and to tell passengers where they can call a taxi quickly.

The wider the link is, the more trip destinations the link will attract. Then, we tell what links are hot spots and find the relationship between links and functional regions. The temporal evolution of topics can be detected by analyzing topic relationships between the morning rush hour and the evening rush hour. Consequently, a potential application of this research could help taxi drivers know when and where they can pick up more passengers according to the result of topic analysis if time intervals are divided properly. Additionally, it could tell passengers how to take a taxi more quickly.
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